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LuKÁŠ HoUDEK - ART oF KILLING

The Íirst days in May 1945 brought the desired Íreedom to the occupied Czech lands. The

súppression by the Nazi Third Reich Was over, and although it seemed that the capitu|ation

of Germany would put an end to the thoughtless violence against civilians, the reality was

different. Especial|y after the end oÍ the war and beÍore the Potsdam Agreement that |aid

down the conditions regarding the expatriation oÍ the Germans from the Czech borderland,

thousands of German civi|ians were ki|led as a resu|t oÍ col|ective guilt - including those who

participated in the anti-Nazi resistance, Íoreigners or Jews. The instigators of these bruta| acts

were often members of Revolutionary Guards (sometimes nicknamed the Looting Guards),

units recruited after the Prague Uprising Írom partisans and vo|unteers. These units Were

subsequent|y sent to the border|and areas to contro| the situation Írom the position oÍ power.

Numerous complaints were raised in relation to their unruly behaviour, brutal violence against

civilians or looting of property. Similar conduct was adopted by some of the members the Red

Army and the reconstituted Czechoslovak Army.

Cruet executions were not only carried out by armed units, but also by common Czech

civi|ians who Wanted to rďa|iate Íor the injustice that had been done. However, most of those

responsible for war crimes left to Germany during the first days after the war. After the outbreak

oÍ mass ki||ings (the number of victims is estimated at up to 30'000) dozens of thousands

oÍ Germans committed suicide because they were aÍraid oÍ the fofthcoming events.

The suruivors oÍ this Íury who had not been expel|ed from the country often spent the rest of

their lives living side by side with those who murdered their relatives without the chance to get

a Íair tria|. lt was forbidden to speak about these crimes. And even today, many oÍ us do not

doubt the |egitimacy oÍ our ancestors' acts committed after the war. ..They burnt down the

vi||age oí Lidice, and so they got What

they deserved. And there is no question about thatl"

The Art oÍ Ki||ing is a series oÍ twenty{ive photographs re-enacting se|ected massacres

of German civi|ians in the Czech lands in 1945. Costumes were made by Jana Edrová.
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